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Date: Tuesday, April 19, 2022 


To: Nature in Neighborhoods Capital Grants Pilot Program Design and Review Committee 


From: Nature in Neighborhoods Capital Grants Pilot Staff 


Subject: Participatory Process Implementation Model 


Introduction 


HOW WE CAME TO THIS MODEL 
This model is Metro staff’s interpretation of the stated goals and values of the Capital Grants Pilot 


Program Design and Review Committee (engagement and community ownership, equity, transparency) 


within a framework that adheres to legal and fiscal constraints, represents project development best 


practices, and respects the staff capacity and autonomy of local jurisdictions within the Metro region. 


This model is the result of numerous interviews with other jurisdictions with active participatory 


budgeting programs, consultation with Metro planning and development staff, and consideration by 


Metro leadership and community engagement specialists. We hope that it represents the best 


intentions of the Committee while respecting the unique challenges of participatory budgeting programs 


and Metro’s relationship with other local jurisdictions and their communities. 


WHY IT’S CONSTRUCTED THE WAY IT IS 
Beginning with a recognition that all participatory budgeting programs are unique and adapt to the 


particular contours of their local administrative and political structures, this model follows the common 


participatory budgeting model of Idea Collection  Project Development  Community Vote. In 


interviews with other jurisdictional practitioners, one of the common challenges with this model is 


limited staff capacity and budget delegate volunteer attrition. To combat this, we’ve made two principal 


adaptations: 


1) A Budget Delegate Summit will be a community event to both collect ideas in person and allow 


idea submitters and organizations to develop ideas to a schematic level (with a defined scope, 


budget, and plan) with the aid of Metro staff, subject area experts, and jurisdictional staff. This 


makes more efficient use of limited staff capacity as well as providing a forum for community 


members to submit, discuss, and develop their ideas with their neighbors. 


2) A multi-vote process allows the community to weigh in early on their preferences, generate 


additional excitement for the program, and reduce the burden on jurisdictional staff and 


community members to develop projects unlikely to be funded by the Community Vote. The 


first vote would establish the community’s preferred projects for further development, while 


the second would recommend final funding after further development. 


THE COMMITTEE’S ROLE 
This model as presented here represents a starting point for your discussion, not a final decision. Once 


you have decided if this framework meets stated goals and values, Metro can secure funding for the 


project development process. Once a framework is approved, the Committee and Metro staff will work 


through the model, defining the character and priorities of each component of the process to best meet 


the needs of the community and the established criteria for engagement, equity, and climate resilience. 
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Reflective Questions, from Metro’s Racial Equity Framework 


As you, the Program Design and Review Committee, review the framework presented here, and 


particularly as we prepare to address the questions and considerations that will inform the final 


program design and implementation, we would like to present a few reflective questions to bear in mind 


and inform your decision-making process. These questions are derived from Metro’s Racial Equity 


Framework, a tool designed to “help ensure that a racial equity analysis is applied when decisions about 


Metro’s budget and public services are being made.”1 As this program has racial equity and inclusion as 


a core principle, we think these questions are a helpful and important prompt. 


ON GOALS AND OUTCOMES 


 How does this decision advance racial equity? 


 What are the racial equity outcomes that will be affected by this decision? 


 Does this decision reflect our racial equity principles? 


ON BENEFITS AND BURDENS 


 Who will benefit from this decision? 


 Who will be burdened by this decision? 


 What racial inequities are being produced or perpetuated by this decision? 


ON RESOURCES AND PARTNERS 


 What resources are needed for this decision to be successful? 


 What other decisions, practices, or processes are necessary to ensure success? 


 What partnerships are needed to ensure success? 


 


                                                 
1 Metro Racial Equity Framework, 2021, p. 1. 
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Model summary 


MULTIPLE FUNDING STREAMS 
Multiple funding pots, likely divided between small and large 


projects 


IDEA COLLECTION 
a) Small projects concepts/ideas are submitted by 


community members and community-based org’s 


b) Community priorities survey identifies community needs 


and desires for large projects in their neighborhoods 


PROJECT DEVELOPMENT 
Small Projects 


1) Program Design and Review Committee vets submitted 


ideas for potential feasibility (Is it legal? Is it feasible? Is it 


fair and in keeping w/ Bond and program criteria?) 


2) Budget Delegate Summits held in program areas connect 


idea submitters to implementer or planning staff to build 


back-of-the-envelope project concepts w/ scope & budget 


outlines 


o Multiple or large community design charette (e.g. 


subject area like nature play area or pollinator habitat 


like bee apiary; or all together; or by geography like 


five Councilor Districts with same five designers with 


designated project types like pollinator habitat or 


nature play area) 


3) Summit-developed concepts are then shaped by 


implementer and Metro staff to a Schematic Design 


(scope, budget, location, design). 


4) Community Priorities Vote held to identify pool of 


potential projects to be further developed 


5) Implementer staff develop projects ideas to ~80% Design 


Development for final community vote (grant applications). (This could be a second design charrette.) 


Large Projects 


1) Program Design and Review Committee takes summary of community priorities surveys to potential project 


implementers (matchmaking) 


2) Potential project implementers identify projects that align with stated community needs and desires 


3) Community vote held to identify pool of potential projects to be further developed 


4) Implementer staff develop projects ideas to ~30% Design Development for final community vote (grant 


applications). (This could be a second design charrette.) 


COMMUNITY VOTE 
1) Project expos present pool of potential projects for funding 


2) Community votes on two slates of projects: large and small 


3) Community vote results are forwarded to Program Design and Review Committee for funding recommendation 


4) Program Design and Review Committee recommends funding to Metro Council 
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Acorns-to-Oaks2, or A multi-vote divided stream 


participatory process for the Capital Grants Pilot 


MULTIPLE FUNDING STREAMS 


Description: multiple funding pots, likely divided between 
small and large projects 


Potential Benefits 


 Less competition between small and large projects for 


limited fund dollars (small projects don’t get squeezed 


out) 


 Summit work can focus on small projects, allowing 


them to be developed further, while large projects 


can rely on previous development and community 


engagement 


 A distributed mix of small and large projects allows 


implementation to be staged to maximum effect, i.e., 


while large projects go through longer approval and 


construction processes, small projects can be 


sequenced more quickly, resulting in lots of smaller 


winning investments punctuated by larger investment 


achievements 


Potential Risks 


 Duplication of efforts 


 Staff time investment for two development processes 


Important Considerations 


 How can it be ensured that both streams adhere to 


both Bond and program criteria? Ensured that C.I.P.-


sourced projects also meet engagement, equity, and 


climate goals? 


 How does dividing the funding affect project 


development processes and 


interactions/collaboration between community members and staff/subject area experts? 


Questions for the Committee 


 What are the strengths and weaknesses of this approach? 


 Does it/could it align with stated Goals and Values? 


 What is an appropriate balance between the different streams? 


 How are projects divided/classified? Where are the thresholds?  


  


                                                 
2 Name is informal; for humor use only. See also: Samaras-to-Maples, Cones-to-Conifers. 
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IDEA COLLECTION 


Description 
a) Small projects concepts/ideas are submitted by 


community members and community-based org’s 


b) Community priorities survey identifies community 


needs and desires for large projects in their 


neighborhoods 


Potential Benefits 


 Small projects tend to be more fully conceptualized in 


potential submitters’ minds; large projects are harder 


to articulate succinctly 


 Provides a pathway for community-driven projects 


already on implementer C.I.P. lists to funding 


Potential Risks 


 Differential (real or perceived) levels of community-


generation of ideas between large and small 


 Survey results may not well align with existing project 


plans 


 Survey results or submitted ideas may not accurately 


reflect broad community interests 


 Better-resourced individuals, organizations, or 


jurisdictions may have advantage in presenting 


project ideas 


Important Considerations 


 Need to craft surveys to accurately capture 


community needs and desires 


Questions for the Committee 


 What strengths and weaknesses do you foresee with 
this approach? How could it be improved? 


 How can we ensure that surveys are accessible and 
written to best capture community needs and 
desires? 


 How can we target outreach for idea submission in alignment with program Goals and Values? 


 More questions on idea collection are included in the memo and materials previously presented. 
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PROJECT DEVELOPMENT 


Description, Small Projects 
1) Program Design and Review Committee vets submitted 


ideas for potential feasibility (Is it legal? Is it feasible? Is it 


fair and in keeping w/ Bond and program criteria?) 


2) Budget Delegate Summits held in program areas connect 


idea submitters to implementer or planning staff to build 


back-of-the-envelope project concepts w/ scope & budget 


outlines 


o Multiple or large community design charette (e.g. 


subject area like nature play area or pollinator 


habitat like bee apiary; or all together; or by 


geography like five Councilor Districts with same 


five designers with designated project types like 


pollinator habitat or nature play area) 


3) Summit-developed concepts are then shaped by 


implementer staff to a Schematic Design (scope, budget, 


location, design). 


4) Community Priorities Vote held to identify pool of 


potential projects to be further developed 


5) Implementer and Metro staff develop projects ideas to 


~80% Design Development for final community vote 


(grant applications). (This could be a second design 


charrette.) 


Description, Large Projects 
1) Program Design and Review Committee takes summary of 


community priorities surveys to potential project 


implementers (matchmaking) 


2) Potential project implementers identify projects that align 


with stated community needs and desires 


3) Community vote held to identify pool of potential projects 


to be further developed 


4) Implementer staff develop projects ideas to ~30% Design Development for final community vote (grant 


applications). (This could be a second design charrette.) 


Potential Benefits 


 More community input and excitement 


o Community building 


o Buzz – cool projects – excitement like Nature in Neighborhoods integrating habitats design competitions 


o Information sharing across neighborhoods 


o Opportunity for community members to see what goes into project development in your own project – 


and others 


o Non-idea-submitters can also see how projects are developed 


o Opportunity for cross-cultural and cross-project collaboration 


o Opportunity to combine small project ideas into larger projects (a single park bench  park bench 


program throughout a community) 


 Themes or values of the communities by committee – like environmental justice – make it visceral to see it come 


together in one room 
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 More transparent/public development process 


 Reduces number of unfeasible projects submitted by ‘pre-vetting’ ideas publically w/ staff 


 More predictable project development costs 


 Less burden on staff capacity 


 Reduces project development costs for large projects by relying on previous work and C.I.P. lists 


Potential Risks 


 Differential staff capacity among implementers could result in varying quality/completeness/cost of project 


proposals and project development 


 Implementer staff may choose to focus efforts on C.I.P. projects to the neglect of community-submitted projects 


ideas 


Important Considerations 


 Who can submit ideas/participate in the Summit? 


 Where are the Summits held? How many? How are they organized? 


Questions for the Committee 


 What strengths and weaknesses do you foresee with this approach? How could it be improved? 


 What challenges could we expect? What are the risks of project development this way (e.g. feasibility, engineers 
review, land use permit)?  


 Project management details and logistics: What would be needed for this summit (e.g. Staff, materials, internet, 
whiteboards, printers)? Who produces what? Who is accountable/responsible for production? 


 How could the Capital Grants Pilot or community identify agencies and/or organizations for project 


implementers? 


o How does the Capital Grants Pilot foster partnerships between government agencies and community 


organizations?  


o Could community based organizations help support the PN Bond meaningful community engagement 


and racial equity goals?  


o When should the Capital Grants Pilot engage project implementers in the process?  


 How should project implementers request funding for the Capital Grants Pilot project development costs? 


 How do we ensure projects are developed in alignment with original idea intent while allowing for necessary 


modification by staff and subject area experts? 


 How are projects vetted? By what criteria? 
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COMMUNITY VOTE 


Description 
1) Project expos present pool of potential projects for 


funding 


2) Community votes on two slates of projects: large and 


small 


3) Community vote results are forwarded to Program Design 


and Review Committee for funding recommendation 


4) Program Design and Review Committee recommends 


funding to Metro Council 


Potential Benefits 


 No competition between small and large projects for 


limited fund dollars (small projects don’t get squeezed 


out) 


Potential Risks 


 Online voting presents equity challenges that favor 


those with more digital access & sophistication 


 Tension between making voting as accessible as 


possible while also ensuring the integrity of vote 


results 


Important Considerations 


 Who votes, and how, during first voting round v. 


final? Is it different? Is one more targeted than the 


other? E.g., first round of voting is more limited and 


more closely engaged with underserved/targeted 


communities, while final vote is 


Metrowide/geography-wide. 


Questions for the Committee 


 What strengths and weaknesses do you foresee with 
this approach? How could it be improved? 


 More questions community voting are included in the 
memo and materials previously presented. 
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Meeting: Nature in Neighborhoods Capital Grants Pilot Program Design and Review 
Committee Meeting #10 


Date: Tuesday, May 10, 2022 
Time: 4:30 p.m. to 6:30 p.m. 
Place: Zoom 
Purpose: Guidebook and Request for Proposal development 
Outcome(s): Develop the program Guidebook and Request for Proposal 


 
Pre-work Please complete the following reading, webinars and activities in Sharefile folder: 
  Reading: Re-read meeting #9 materials: Memo on Process, Revised Draft 


Guidebook - Nature in Neighborhoods Capital Grants Pilot 
 Background reading (optional): Capital Grant budgets 
 Webinar: Re-watch meeting #9 Process Video – Webinar 
 Activities: Process Mural Board 
 
4:30 p.m. Welcome (JLA)  
 
4:40 p.m. What are we doing today?  
 What decisions is the committee expected to make today? 
 How will those decisions be used?  (Metro) 
 
4:45 p.m.  Summary of Decisions Completed (Committee) 


Activities:  Criteria, Project Type and Funding Amount Mural Board 
   Process Mural Board 


 
5:00 p.m. Summary of Decisions from Activity and Pre-work (JLA) 
 
5:05 p.m. Break  
 
5:15 p.m.  Activity to make decisions (Committee) 


 Activities: Process Mural Board 
 
6:15 p.m. Summary of Decisions from Activity and Pre-work (JLA) 
 
6:20 p.m. Next Steps (JLA) 
 
6:30 p.m. Meeting adjourned 
 
Post-work To prepare for meeting #11, please complete the following reading, webinars and 


activities in Sharefile folder: 
 Reading: Re-read Guidebook sections on Idea Collection and Community Vote 


 Background reading (optional): Re-read Community Engagement Toolkit (meeting 
#3) 


 Webinar: Re-watch Community Engagement webinar (meeting #3) 
 Activities: Process Mural Board 
 
 



https://oregonconventioncenter.sharefile.com/d-s06a1b9baec9046af8ed848c0db2a51eb

https://app.mural.co/t/natureinneighborhoodscapital3991/m/natureinneighborhoodscapital3991/1648151204571/56c935687d314013ebd52c31e9af4c8a32d10189?sender=u720604c4696be719804b6136

https://app.mural.co/t/natureinneighborhoodscapital3991/m/natureinneighborhoodscapital3991/1649113734615/fd3e2036a3f2360b1cf874655f84323fb69a4dc6?sender=u720604c4696be719804b6136

https://app.mural.co/t/natureinneighborhoodscapital3991/m/natureinneighborhoodscapital3991/1648151204571/56c935687d314013ebd52c31e9af4c8a32d10189?sender=u720604c4696be719804b6136

https://app.mural.co/t/natureinneighborhoodscapital3991/m/natureinneighborhoodscapital3991/1648151204571/56c935687d314013ebd52c31e9af4c8a32d10189?sender=u720604c4696be719804b6136

https://oregonconventioncenter.sharefile.com/d-s06a1b9baec9046af8ed848c0db2a51eb

https://www.oregonmetro.gov/sites/default/files/2021/07/07/Engagement_toolkit_compiled_20210630.pdf

https://vimeo.com/592470323/6e0cbc44ff

https://app.mural.co/t/natureinneighborhoodscapital3991/m/natureinneighborhoodscapital3991/1648151204571/56c935687d314013ebd52c31e9af4c8a32d10189?sender=u720604c4696be719804b6136






Implementation and Project
Development Framework


Capital Grants Pilot Decision Tree


Project Development Framework (4/26)
Discussion & Pre-work:


Does/can this framework
align with stated Goals and
Values?
What are the strengths,
weaknesses, opportunities,
and concerns with this
framework?


Process


Y


Is this our final decision?


Discussion, clarifications, questions


N


Q: Does the Committee approve this framework?


Q: What is an appropriate balance between the funding pots?


Core Concepts:
Split stream
PDRC vetting
Multiple votes
Multiple rounds of
engagement
(community/
implementer forums)


Q: What is the threshold between funding pots?


Is this our final decision?


Discussion, clarifications, questions


Is this our final decision?


Discussion, clarifications, questions


Reflective Questions, Racial Equity Framework
Goals and Outcomes:


How does this decision advance
racial equity?
What are the racial equity
outcomes that will be affected by
this decision?
Does this decision reflect our
racial equity principles?


Benefits and Burdens:
Who will benefit from this
decision?
Who will be burdened by this
decision?
What racial inequities are being
produced or perpetuated by this
decision?


Resources and Partners:
What resources are needed for
this decision to be successful?
What other decisions, practices,
or processes are necessary to
ensure succcess?
What partnerships are needed to
ensure success?


Jeffrey Kevin Theresa Alisa MetroJairajBlanca


Larger funding doesn't always


translate to larger community


impact (for one-off projects). It's


important to consider that


awarding many "small projects,"


especially at the earlier stages,


could help with building


institutional trust while supporting


CBOs to apply for larger grants in


future iterations. (aligns with


Guidebook's goals in pp 14-16)


I like the multiple


touchpoints for


community participation/


feedback!


Project Development (5/10)
Vetting


Budget Delegate Summit/
Schematic Design


Large Project Matchmaking


Preliminary
Community Vote


Design Development


Considerations & Context:
The number of Summit projects will
likely be determined by budget.
How will the Committee score
projects using their criteria?
Ex. Each criterion worth 1 point or
weighted?
Will there be subjective scoring at
the margin?


Considerations & Context:
Projects are developed to
a sufficient level to be
evaluated by community.
Secondary development
is more technical, so
leaning on staff and
contractors would be
more efficient. Even with
a second charette, final
materials would still be
implementer-prepared
prior to the final vote. A
second charette would
give the community an
additional touchpoint and
allow for more input on
the final proposal.


Is this our final decision?


Discussion, clarifications, questions


Q: How will the Committee use the established criteria to vet


projects & narrow the project pool for Summit development?


Is this our final decision?


Strategic direction: discussion, clarifications, questions


Q: Does/can a Budget Delegate Summit meet the intent,


goals, and values of this program?


Is this our final decision?


Q: Does/can a community survey and matchmaking process


meet the intent, goals, and values of this program?


Is this our final decision?


Discussion, clarifications, questions


Q: How many projects will be approved through this vote for


further development (more development = more unfunded)?


Is this our final decision?


Q: Is secondary development via


charette or implementer-prepared?


Y


Is this our final decision?


N


Q: Is secondary development the


same for small and large projects?


Discussion, clarifications, questions


< Budget Delegate Summit


Implementer prepared > 


Discussion, clarifications, questions


Traditional ways of funding


have been small scale and


short term - would this funding


opportunity be multi-year and


large enough for CBOs to


increase capacity as well as


retain staff who are working on


these projects?


-Jairaj


1-2 big ones &


several


smaller ones?


Splitting the pot


introduces a level of


complexity and


ultimately work (not


necessarily bad),


but expect setbacks


or programs that


fund BIPOC youth


interns to provide


some capacity and


job training


I'm leaning towards


few bigger project


and some smaller


ones given the


total $/yr


Predict size that


may come in: 1/3


large, 2/3


smaller? 


Kevin


or a tiered


scale? 


large - $100k


medium - $50k


small - $10k?


4/26 meeting:


presented with: small


up to $100,000 and


large up to $250,000


Considerations & Context:
Should the Budget Delegate Summit
be limited to small projects?
Can attendees combine or adapt
project ideas into larger projects?
Additional details to be decided over
subsequent meetings as we discuss
community engagement.


Considerations & Context:
Balance between more projects for
the community to choose amongst
on final ballot but more projects
developed that won’t ultimately be
funded or fewer projects developed
with higher proportion of projects
funded.


Considerations & Context:
How will the Committee
summarize survey results to present
to jurisdictions?
How will the Committee determine
if projects suggested by
jurisdictions match survey results?
How exactly will projects have to
match survey results?


Y N


Strategic direction: discussion, clarifications, questionsY N


More detail here: https://


oregonconventioncenter.sharefile.com/d-


s06e645d49795422c83595b21e0647b44


Open link


i.e. 2 large, 19


small for $0.5M


and $1.5M; 4 large,


13 small for half


$1M /half $1M


2/3 large; 1/3 small


half and half


2/3 small; 1/3 large


Has finding


partnerships w/ a


public agency ever


been a barrier? If so,


could the Summit


help with that?


For NiN Grants - typical


graded score ofr 0-5


points for each of 5


application question


for 25 total points,


then use as a starting


point for discussion


I like the graded


scoring approach,


as using a


dichotomous


approach loses


context. BUT...


sounds like it's going to


be the who benefits &


what kind of project


combined here - if there


is an imbalance # of


criterias between the 2


I'd vote for weighted


Weighting


reflective of


criteria


voting


Weighting on


community impacts?


See Project Evaluation


Matrix (p. 14 of PB


Cambridge '21 Guide)


Open link


I like not weighting on


communities vs. type


of project, but


weighting the criteria


or communities that we


voted for vs. the ones


we didn't vote for


Yes, limited to smaller


projects esp. if led by


smaller groups lacking


access to resources/


connections and build


closer trust... 


Yes, the matchmaking


below for large


projects is meant to


address that issue. For


small projects, this


summit could address


this issue.


Or, can a smaller project join


a larger project?


I like the idea of small


projects combining, but that


also might dilute community


needs. And also the


complexities of making


relationships.


Yes to openhouses,


assemblies, (virtual)


summits, and charrettes,


surveys, 


(provided with childcare,


stipends, food,


interpretation and other


incentives &


accomodations)


yes if done correctly,


and if we make sure


we also go to them


rather than just


expecting them to


come to us


And beyond translators, but


key community members or


past project awardees who


can help people navigate?


Example from Metro


Local Share in 2022:


THPRD playground was


on CIP list; being created


as a nature play area


(which would fit the NiN


Capital Grant program)


The idea sounds good


but the process a bit


abstract --> For


transparency of the


process, definitely


focus on outreach and


communications


yes for me but


also a little


abstract as


well - Theresa


surveys are important -


but making it accessible


in different languages


and having in person


paper versions can be


helpful to address digital


divide.


Typical for NiN Capital


Grants, 150% of


funding limit would go


through the pre-


application to


invitation for full


application


I want to say more projects


(to the extent it's not a


burden), since it means more


community decision-making


at an early stage, where


some projects [straying from


classic model but


representative of community]


get filtered out by bias...


considering statistics


and the bell shape


curve... more projects


= very dispersed


votes and difficult for


community to vote on


important to make


this process


community centered


and activate new


community members


to stay involved.


kind of hard


to predict


community


behavior


How would we try to


get the same


community members


to engage/come out


and participate in two


votes?


maybe instead of


giving a #, decide


on a cut off (1/X


make it to next


round etc)


I recall there being


one PB where the


app connected


those engaged to


later voting stages?


Observation: The comments here &


our first discussion seemed to lean


towards more smaller projects, but


the most recent vote suggests


more funding for large projects.


What do y'all think has driven this


shift?


$100,000 threshold


Graded scoring: Committee will decide weights for each


criteria based on prioritization vote & discussion


Yes, contingent on event & engagement profile


Engaging communities of interest in their spaces


Providing resources necessary for inclusion & accessibility


Yes, contingent on survey design & matchmaking process


Survey: available in-person, in multiple languages, clear in purpose


Racial equity & engagement requirements of CIP projects


Open = more projects approved for


further development, greater burden


on community & implementers, more


investment & development for projects


that won't be approved in final vote,


more choices in final vote.


Closed = fewer projects approved for


further development, lower burden on


community & implementers, less


investment & development for


projects that won't be approved in final


vote, fewer choices in final vote.


Q: How can we maximize engagement


& inclusion through Budget Delegate


Summits & Project Development?


Q: Given limited resources, which


participatory phase is the first


priority in maximizing engagement?


Engaging Communities (5/24)


Idea Submission


Budget Delegate Summits & Project Development


Goals & Priorities


Community Votes


Eligibility & Credentialing
Idea Submission & Community Survey


Community Votes


Q: Should idea submission and the survey be limited to individuals


and groups within the program geography?


Is this our final decision?


Discussion, clarifications, questions


Q: What is the age minimum


for idea submission?


6+


11+


16+


18+


Is this our final decision?


Discussion, clarifications, questions


Q: How should age & geographic eligibility be verified to


balance accessibility & legitimacy?


Is this our final decision?


Discussion, clarifications, questions


Q: Is Idea Collection a hybrid process


(online & in-person)?


Q: Is the Budget Delegate Summit &


Project Expo one large event each or


multiple smaller events?


Q: If more than one, how are these


organized (by type, by neighborhood,


etc.)?


Greensboro


recommends at


least 1 event for


morning,


weekend, and


evening.


Q: Should voting eligibility & credentialing be the same as


for idea submission and/or the survey?


Is this our final decision?


Discussion, clarifications, questions


Q: How should we balance online & in-person voting to


ensure both accessibility & legitimacy?


Is this our final decision?


Discussion, clarifications, questions


Q: What voting method should be used (ranked choice, single vote,


multiple votes, vote to funding limit, etc.)?


Q: Are the Votes hybrid processes


(in-person & online)?
Q: How is voting distributed among


locations and resources?


Is this our final decision?


Q: Should the two Votes have identical parameters? Is one more


targeted than the other? (Ex: Prelimi-nary Vote is more limited and


targeted while the Final Vote is Metro-wide)


Is this our final decision?


Discussion, clarifications, questions


Q: How can we maximize


engagement & inclusion through the


project expos and community votes?


Is this our final decision?


Is this our final decision?


Q: How can we maximize engagement


& inclusion during Idea Submission?


Is this our final decision?


Q: What are inclusive and equitable


community engagement strategies we


can use in this process?


Is this our final decision?


I love PB


Cambridge's GIS


platform for


informing and


collecting


comments!


Open link


Q: How are ideas submitted in-


person? (E.g., community events, info


sessions, community public spaces


like libraries or religious spaces)


Is this our final decision?


Idea Submission


Project Development


Voting


Considerations & Context:
Program priorities are limited
by budget and personnel
capacity, so it is important to
prioritize where it is most
important to maximize
engagement.
In this section, we will establish
our principles and priorities for
engaging target communities
throughout the participatory
process.
Keep in mind the racial equity
reflective questions above as we
work through this section.


Is this our final decision?


Discussion, clarifications, questions Discussion, clarifications, questions


Discussion, clarifications, questions


Is this our final decision?


Discussion, clarifications, questions


One large


event


Multiple smaller


events


Is this our final decision?
Is this our final decision?


Discussion, clarifications, questions


Discussion, clarifications, questions Discussion, clarifications, questions


Discussion, clarifications, questions


Discussion, clarifications, questions


Discussion, clarifications, questions


Is this our final decision?


Discussion, clarifications, questions


Y N


Engagement Jeffrey Kevin Theresa Alisa MetroJairajBlanca


Is this our final decision?


Discussion, clarifications, questions


Y N


Is this our final decision?


Discussion, clarifications, questions


Q: What is the age minimum


for the survey?


6+


11+


16+


18+


Y N


Y N


Y N


Environmental Justice
Center communities that are disproportionately impacted


by pollution and environmental hazards, and/or
disproportionately vulnerable to climate change-related


disasters


Underserved Communities
Center communities that are or have been historically


underinvested, nature-deficient, represent intersecting
marginalized identities, and/or communities impacted by


displacement or gentrification.


Target Populations



https://oregonconventioncenter.sharefile.com/d-s06e645d49795422c83595b21e0647b44

https://d3n8a8pro7vhmx.cloudfront.net/cambridgema/pages/2251/attachments/original/1632341324/PB8_Budget_Delegate_Guide.pdf?1632341324

https://pbcambridgefy23.herokuapp.com/place/633319






TENTATIVE TIMELINE
January to May


June
Summer / Fall


Fall / Winter 


Winter / Spring


Summer







TENTATIVE TIMELINE
January to May


June
Summer / Fall


Fall / Winter 


Winter / Spring


Summer
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Nature in 
Neighborhoods 
Capital Grants


Funding 
Thresholds







Design process 







Funding thresholds
Example: grants


Unlimited


150%


100%


Grant Letters of Interest 
or Pre-applications due


Review Committee uses 
criteria to invite for full 
applications


Grant full applications due


Review Committee uses 
criteria and whole package to 
recommend grant awards


Metro Council makes grant 
awards







Funding Thresholds


Unlimited


200%


125%


100%







Funding Thresholds
Example: $2M pot


Unlimited


$4M


$2.5M


$2M







Funding Thresholds 
Half large and small projects


20


8


5


4


63


25


16


13


0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70


Idea Collection


PDRC vetting or matchmaking


Summit I - Schematic Design


Preliminary Vote


Summit II - Development


Final Vote


Example: $2M pot
$1M for large and $1M for small projects


Large Projects ($1M, Average $250,000) Small Projects ($1M, Average $80,000)







Funding Thresholds
One-fourth large and three–fourths small projects


10


4


3


2


94


38


23


19


0 20 40 60 80 100


Idea Collection


PDRC vetting or matchmaking


Summit I - Schematic Design


Preliminary Vote


Summit II - Development


Final Vote


Example: $2M pot
$0.5M for large and $1.5M for small projects


Large Projects ($2M, Average $250,000, 25% or $500,000 of pot) Small Projects ($2M, Average $80,000, 75% or$1.5M of pot)
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